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PREMIUM 
Ceramic 
RV Toi lets 

Full-size ceramic bowl

Designed for updated style and comfort

Superior gravity flush system 

Soft-close seat and lid for quiet use

Premium wood seat offers quality look and feel

INCLUDES:  
· Toilet assembly  
· Floor seal  
· Mounting hardware 

TOILET DIMENSIONS:  
18 ½" (L) x 14 ¾" (W) x 19 ½" (H)  
Weighs 32 lb

EASY TO INSTALL:

Standard 
2-bolt installation

NEW

www.camco.net

Full-size  
Ceramic Bowl 

is easier to clean and  
provides a solid feel

Two-step flush  
half press to add water, full press to flush

18-INCH  

STANDARD 

HEIGHT



RHINO TOTE TANK FRONT WHEEL 
REPAIR KIT  Camco’s Rhino Tote Tank Front Wheel Repair 
Kit provides replacement front wheels for your Rhino tote tank 
with steerable front wheels. It is compatible with the 28 and 
36-gallon Rhino tote tanks with steerable front wheels (39005, 
39007). This kit includes (2) no-flat, 6-inch diameter front wheels 
and (3) snap rings. Detailed instructions help you easily remove 
and replace the Rhino tote tank wheels.

39014 Rhino Tote Tank Front Wheel Repair Kit

RHINO NESTING RV SEWER HOSE 
SUPPORT KIT  This RV Sewer Hose Support Kit lifts and guides 
your RV sewer hose to help waste move downhill. It aids in keeping your 
sewer hose set over uneven terrain and provides stability for simple 
drainage. This product is compatible with all Camco brand sewer hose 
kits (including RhinoFLEX, RhinoEXTREME and Revolution) as well 
as other brand sewer hoses that are up to 15-feet long with a 3-inch 
diameter. It includes (5) ready-to-use support sections that are made of 
durable material. Each section measures 24 3/16-inches (L) x 9 ½-inches 
(W) with heights that range from 8 ½-inches to 10 ½-inches. Includes a 
strap for nesting the support sections in storage.

43072 Rhino Nesting RV Sewer Hose Support Kit

RHINO TOTE TANK COVER, SMALL, 
15 & 21-GALLON  Rhino’s Small RV Tote Tank Cover 
helps protect your tote tank from harmful UV rays and road 
grime. It is easy to install and remove while your tote tank is 
ladder mounted. This cover fits tote tanks up to 40-inches (L) x 
20-inches (W) x 12 ½-inches (H) and is compatible with 15 and 
21-gallon Rhino Tote Tanks (39000 & 39002). The cover is made of 
durable, UV-resistant rip-stop nylon. It has adjustable cinch straps 
and elastic edges for a secure fit. The bottom edge of the cover 
features a grommet to allow water drainage. This cover is gray 
with a reflective Rhino logo.

39018 Rhino Tote Tank Cover, Small, 15 & 21 Gallon (E/F)

CAMCO’S PREMIUM CERAMIC RV 
TOILETS  provide a stylish and comfortable RV toilet 
upgrade. Their full-size ergonomic design offers superior room 
and performance. These premium toilets are ideal for full-time 
RVers or those who want the simple comforts of home. They have 
an 18-inch chair-height seating, a full-size ceramic bowl, and a 
premium wood seat that is anything but standard! The gravity 
flush system offers a strong flush. Easy to use, the hygienic foot 
pedal conveniently features a two-step flush—press halfway 
to add water to the bowl and then all the way to flush. The soft-
close seat and lid are non-slamming for quiet use. The toilets are 
constructed of durable ABS resin with a ceramic bowl. Ceramic 
is easier to clean than competitor plastic bowls and provides a 
solid feel. Toilets measure 18 ½-inches (L) x 14 ¾-inches (W) x 
19 ½-inches (H) and weigh 32 lb. They have a maximum weight 
rating of 250 lb. The toilets include the toilet assembly, floor seal, 
and mounting hardware. Standard two-bolt installation.

41710 Ceramic Toilet - White
41715 Ceramic Toilet - Bone

RHINO X RV SEWER HOSE KIT  is an all-inclusive, maximum compression RV sewer hose kit that provides the 
ultimate compact storage. The Rhino X compresses more than any other RV sewer hose to open up valuable storage space. 
This 20-foot kit provides the equipment you need for a quick, reliable sewer hook-up. It includes: (2) 10-foot heavy-duty 
23mil polymer sewer hoses, (2) pre-attached swivel bayonet fittings, (1) pre-attached swivel lug fitting, (1) pre-attached 
swivel transparent elbow with 4-in-1 adapter, and (4) storage caps. The sewer hose is designed to hold its shape and 
stay in-place during use. The included 4-in-1 adapter is compatible with a 3-inch slip or 3-inch, 3 ½-inch, and 4-inch NPT 
threaded sewer connection. The transparent elbow allows you to see when your tank is empty. Fittings swivel 360° for 
simple connecting. Once the 4-in-1 adapter is removed, the sewer hose fits in 4-inch square bumpers. The hose and fittings 
compress to approximately 31-inches.

39390 Rhino X RV Sewer Hose Kit, 20-Foot
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LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
WINE TUMBLERS  Camco’s Life is Better at the 
Campsite Wine Tumblers are ultra-durable, and made with 
kitchen-grade 18/8 stainless steel. Double walls vacuum insulate 
your beverage, keeping it hot or cold longer. The tumblers have 
a flat bottom, so they can be used with or without the colorful 
stems. The stems can be used to help keep track of whose drink 
is whose! The lid is BPA-free and has a fully sealing gasket to help 
maintain beverage temperature and prevent spills. Hand wash 
only. Do not freeze; do not microwave. Tumblers with the stem 
measure 7-inches tall. Includes (4) 8 oz. tumblers in vintage navy, 
red, yellow and green.

53465 LIBATC Wine Tumbler, 4-Pack, 8 oz
53484 LIBATC Wine Tumbler, 2-Pack, 8 oz., Blue 
53485 LIBATC Wine Tumbler, 2-Pack, 8 oz., Black 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
LOWBALL WHISKEY TUMBLERS,  
12 OZ, 2-PACK  Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite 
Whiskey Tumblers provide stylish, insulated drinkware for 
your favorite whiskey or bourbon— whether poured neat, on 
the rocks, or in a cocktail. These 12 oz. lowball tumblers are 
constructed of durable, kitchen-grade 18/8 stainless steel and 
come with a spill-proof lid with gasket. The double wall vacuum 
insulation helps stop heat transfer, meaning your drink will stay 
the right temperature without ice melting or your cup sweating. 

53328 LIBATC Lowball Whiskey Tumblers 12 oz., 2-Pack 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
PAINTED TUMBLERS, 20 OZ  Camco’s 
Life is Better at the Campsite Painted Tumblers offer 
superior heat and ice retention. They are constructed of 
durable, kitchen-grade 18/8 stainless steel and come 
with a lid (does not contain BPA). The double wall vacuum 
insulation and built-in gasket help stop heat transfer, 
meaning your ice stays solid longer and your cup won’t 
sweat. These 20 oz. tumblers fit in most cup holders. Color: 
gradient blue/purple. Camco makes quality products for 
RVing, boating, camping, towing, tailgating, and grilling 
that help you take your passion for the outdoors to the 
next level.

53317 LIBATC Painted Tumbler, Camp More/Stress 
Less, 20 oz

53318 LIBATC Painted Tumbler, Life's A Trip, 20 oz

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
MUG, 4-PACK, 14 OZ  Drink your coffee or tea from 
Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite Speckled Mugs to show 
your love of the campsite—whether you’re at home or outdoors! 
These 14 oz. ceramic mugs are microwave and dishwasher safe. 
This 4-pack comes with a red, green, white and blue mug. Each 
mug features unique camping designs that are ideal for camping 
and RV enthusiasts.

53357 LIBATC Mug, 4-Pack, 14 oz
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LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE, 
OUTDOOR MAT, 72" ROUND  Keep dirt 
from being tracked into your RV or home. This round, 6-foot 
diameter mat features a "Life is Better at the Campsite" logo 
sketch design—perfect for RV enthusiasts. It is made of durable, 
UV-stabilized woven plastic that is weather and mildew-resistant. 
Folds easily and is lightweight.

42834 LIBATC Logo Design 
42835 LIBATC Map Design 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
CAN HOLDERS  Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite 
Can Sleeves keep your drink cold while keeping your hand warm 
and free of condensation. This product is designed for 12 oz. cans. 
The sleeves measure 5-inches x 4-inches x ¼-inch and are made 
of soft, resilient neoprene that is easy to grip. The retro camping-
themed designs are perfect for camping enthusiasts.

53478 LIBATC Can Holder, Life Is Better At The Campsite 
53479 LIBATC Can Holder, Red Plaid 
53480 LIBATC Can Holder, Green Grid 
53418 LIBATC Can Holders, 4-pack

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
CONSTELLATION MUG WITH LID  Drink your 
coffee or tea from Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite Stainless 
Steel Mug to show your love of the campsite at home or outdoors! 
This ultra-durable mug is made with 18/8 kitchen-grade stainless 
steel with an inner copper coating and includes a BPA-free 
slider closing lid. The mug’s double walls vacuum-insulate your 
beverage, keeping it hot or cold longer. The design features a 
unique RV constellation design on navy frost. Size: 14 oz.

53310 LIBATC Mug, Constellation, SS, w/Lid 14 oz 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
SKINNY CAN HOLDERS  Life is Better at the 
Campsite Skinny Can Sleeves keep your drinks cold while keeping 
your hands warm and free of condensation. The sleeves are made 
of soft, resilient neoprene that is easy to grip. Designed for skinny, 
tall cans. Includes (4) unique RV-themed print designs—perfect 
for RV enthusiasts.

53309 LIBATC Skinny Can Holders - 4-pack 
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LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
POP-UP COOLERS  Camco’s Life is Better at the 
Campsite Pop-Up Coolers are lightweight and convenient. These 
coolers expand for use and collapse flat for convenient storage. 
They are a great addition to any campsite, sports event, picnic, 
tailgate, grocery run and more. The coolers hold up to a 12-pack 
of bottled or canned drinks. A water-resistant interior prevents 
leaks, spills and condensation. The insulated access hatch allows 
you to retrieve food and beverages while minimizing cold loss. 
The coolers feature a built-in bottle opener, zippered lid, carry 
handles, shoulder strap and buckle strap to keep the cooler 
flat when not in use. They expand to 13-inches (diameter) x 
10 ½-inches (tall) and collapse to 3-inches (tall) for storage. 
The coolers have a fabric exterior, PVC inner lining and a wire 
frame. Features camping themed designs—perfect for camping 
enthusiasts.

53416 LIBATC Pop-Up Cooler, Graffiti Design 
53417 LIBATC Pop-Up Cooler, Sketch Design LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE MELAMINE SERVING 

TRAYS  Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite Melamine Serving Trays allow you to easily carry and 
serve food; perfect for kitchen prep and storage, RVing, indoor and outdoor entertaining and more. 
Trays measure 17 5/8-inches (L) x 12 ¾-inches (W) x 1 7/8-inches (D) and feature convenient carry 
handles. These melamine trays are virtually unbreakable and feature unique camping-themed designs. 
Easy to clean and top rack dishwasher safe. Do not use in the microwave.

53486 LIBATC Melamine Tray, Graffiti Design
53488 LIBATC Melamine Tray, Map Design

LADDER MOUNTED FLAGPOLE 
HOLDER  Camco’s RV Ladder Mounted Flagpole Holder 
allows you to fly a flag from your RV’s ladder. The flagpole holder 
is compatible with most RV ladder rails. It is designed for Camco’s 
Fiberglass Flagpole (51605) and supports flagpoles with up to a 
1 9/16-inch diameter. This product is made of durable, powder-
coated steel. Includes (1) flagpole holder, mounting brackets, 
mounting hardware and a thumb screw to secure smaller 
diameter flagpoles.

51612 Ladder Mounted Flagpole Holder
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LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE MELAMINE NESTING 
BOWL SET  This 8-piece nesting bowl set is great for RV storage and includes 
(4) melamine bowls with (4) secure-fitting plastic lids. Set contains: (1) small ½-qt bowl (6" 
diameter x 2 ¾" tall), (1) medium 1 ¼-qt bowl (7 ¼" diameter x 3 ¼" tall), (1) large 2-qt bowl 
(8 ¾" diameter x 3 ¾" tall) and (1) x-large 3 ½-qt bowl (10 ¼" diameter x 4 3/8" tall). Multi-
colored with a fun camping design. Bowls and lids are easy to clean, top rack dishwasher 
safe and BPA-free. Do not use in the microwave.

53451 LIBATC Melamine Nesting Bowl Set

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE RV-SHAPED POT 
DRAINER  Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite RV-Shaped Pot Drainer allows you to easily 
drain water and juices from your pots and pans. It fits up to 9-inch cookware. To use, simply hold 
the drainer up to the bottom of your pot or pan and tilt to drain. This product features a handle 
for safe and easy draining and pegs for engaging the rim of a pot or pan. The drainer measures 
13 11/16-inches (L) x 5 ¾-inches (W) x 13/32-inches (thick) and has a unique RV-shaped design with 
the Life is Better at the Campsite logo. This item is made of durable ABS and is easy to clean. 
Dishwasher safe. Color: teal.

53385 LIBATC RV Shaped Pot Drainer
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CAMCO’S LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE CARRYALL TOTE BAGS  are great for weekend 
trips, carrying RV accessories, groceries, shopping, hauling gear, or use as a purse. A reinforced bottom conveniently allows the tote bag to 
stand upright when placed on a flat surface. It features a zippered interior pocket, zipper closure, and sturdy top handles. The large carryall 
tote has a total volume of 1,682 in3 / 27.5-liters; measuring 16-inches (W) x 14 ½-inches (T) x 7 ¼-inches (D). The extra-large carryall tote 
has total volume of 2,850 in3 / 46.7-liters; measuring 18 ¾-inches (W) x 16-inches (T) x 9 ½-inches (D). Both totes are constructed of 24 oz 
cotton canvas and feature a fun adventure print.

53127 Adventure Print Tote - Large
53128 Adventure Print Tote - Extra Large
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LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
RV DOOR WINDOW LIGHT BLOCKING 
SHADES  RV Door Window Light Blocking Shades protect 
your RV interior from the sun and help keep the interior 
temperature cooler in hot weather. These shades also provide 
additional privacy by blocking unwanted outside views. Two 
fun designs. Product measures 25 ¼-inches (L) x 16 ¼-inches 
(W). Made of black nylon ripstop with a silver reflective backing. 
Includes hook and loop fasteners for easy installation.

53051 LIBATC Logo with Retro Stars Design  
53052 LIBATC Graffiti Outsider Design 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
STICK-ON 3-HOOK KEY/LEASH 
HANGER  Three hooks for holding keys, purses, hats, leashes 
and more. It is an ideal solution for small spaces—simply mount 
it to your wall, door or other flat surface. Strong, double-sided 
mounting tape provides simple, no tool installation. Features a 
retro RV design with the phrase, "Life is Better at the Campsite". 
Measures 6-inches (L) x 4 ¼-inches (W) x 1 ¼-inches (D) and is 
constructed of durable stainless steel.

53368 LIBATC Stick-On 3-Hook Key / Leash Hanger 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
OVER-THE-CABINET HOOKS  Provides two 
hooks for hanging towels, bathrobes, jackets, hats, scarves, 
purses and more. It is an ideal solution for small places—great 
for bedrooms, bathrooms and closets. The hanger fits doors up 
to ¾-inch thick. Easy to use, it simply hangs over your cabinet 
door—no tools required. This product features a retro RV design 
with the phrase, "Life is Better at the Campsite". It measures 
8 ½-inches (L) x 4 5/8-inches (W) x 2 ¼-inches (D) and is 
constructed of durable stainless steel.

53381 LIBATC Over-the-Cabinet Hooks 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
OVER-THE-CABINET HOOKS, 2-PACK  
Provide a convenient place for hanging towels, oven mitts, décor 
and more. Each hook fits cabinet doors, up to ¾-inch thick. Easy 
to use, they simply hang over your door—no tools required. 
Optional mounting hardware keep the hooks in place. This 
product is made of durable stainless steel with a retro RV design. 
Measures 2 3/8-inches (L) x 2 1/8-inches (W) x 1 7/8-inches (D). 
Quantity: 2-pack.

53382 LIBATC Over-the-Cabinet Hooks 

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
FLEECE BLANKET, GREIGE, QUEEN  
Camco’s Life is Better at the Campsite Plush Fleece Blanket helps 
keep you warm and comfortable while at home, camping or 
on picnics. This queen-sized blanket measures 90-inches (L) x 
90-inches (W) and is made of 100% ultra-soft plush polyester. 
It is greige and features a Camco’s brand RV print. The blanket is 
machine washable for easy cleaning.

53126 LIBATC Fleece Blanket, Greige, Queen 

NEW 
COLOR
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BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD WITH 
COUNTER EDGE  Perfect for cutting vegetables, fruits, 
meats and cheese. The built-in counter edge helps keep the 
board flush with the countertop to hold it steady and a built-in 
juice groove reduces mess. This product is constructed of durable 
bamboo that is easy to maintain. Bamboo is easier on knife 
blades, helping to keep them sharper longer. Product measures 
18-inches (L) x 14-inches (W) x 1 ¾-inch (H).

43545 Bamboo Cutting Board 

CAMCO’S RV/MARINE BAMBOO OVER 
THE SINK CUTTING BOARD  maximizes your 
RV or boat’s kitchen workspace. It is ideal for cutting vegetables, 
fruits, meats and cheese. This cutting board helps increase 
counter space and is convenient to use on half sink configurations. 
It is constructed of durable, 3-ply bamboo that is simple to clean 
and maintain. Bamboo is easier on knife blades, helping to keep 
them sharper longer. It includes (4) adjustable, non-slip feet to 
fit over your sink. (2) built-in knife slots allow easy knife holding. 
Measures 24-inches (L) x 8-inches (W) x 1 3/8-inch (H).

43543 RV/Marine Bamboo Over the Sink Cutting Board

CAMCO’S LARGE RV/MARINE SINK 
MATE CUTTING BOARD  provides a convenient 
place for cleaning, carving, and chopping. It is designed for larger 
RV/marine sinks and can be used over-the-sink for additional 
workspace or on your countertop. Four adjustable, non-slip 
rubber feet can be adjusted to fit your sink. The feet extend from 
11-inches (L) x 5-inches (W) to as large as 16 ½-inches (L) x 7 
½-inches (W). The cutting board’s durable polymer construction 
won’t nick or dull knives. This product features a handy cut corner 
to slide off scraps and a built-in juice groove. Measures 12-inches 
(L) x 18-inches (W) x ½-inch (H). Color: white. Simply clean with a 
soapy cloth, rinse and wipe clean. Do not put in the dishwasher.

43850 Large RV/Marine Sink Mate Cutting Board

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE CAMPSITE 
BED SHEETS  Show off your love of RVing with Camco’s 
Life is Better at the Campsite RV Bed Sheet Sets. Available sizes 
include RV king, short queen and bunk. Sets feature a vintage-
inspired look. The sheet sets have an RV theme print. The sets are 
machine washable. 100% polyester.

King set includes: fitted sheet (72 x 80-inches), flat sheet (102 x 
104-inches) and (2) pillow cases (20 x 40-inches). 
Short Queen set includes: fitted sheet (61 x 75-inches), flat sheet 
(88 x 100-inches) and (2) pillow cases (20 x 30-inches). 
Bunk set includes: fitted sheet (38 x 77-inches), flat sheet (49 ½ x 
80-inches) and (1) pillow case (20 x 30-inches).

53118 LIBATC Red Plaid Bed Sheets, King
53119 LIBATC Red Plaid Bed Sheets, Short Queen
53120 LIBATC Red Plaid Bed Sheets, Bunk
53474 LIBATC Buffalo Bed Sheets, King
53475 LIBATC Buffalo Bed Sheets, Bunk
53476 LIBATC Green Map Bed Sheets, Short Queen
53477 LIBATC Green Map Bed Sheets, Bunk

 BUILT-IN 
COUNTER EDGE
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POP-A-TOOTHBRUSH W/PASTE AND 
FLOSS HOLDER  The perfect bathroom organizer. It 
holds (2) toothbrushes, a tube of small toothpaste and either floss 
or a small razor. The cover opens automatically when you pull 
your toothbrush forward. Easy to install, it includes double-sided 
tape for permanent mounting. The holder measures 5.1-inches 
(W) x 1.9-inches (D) x 1.8-inches (H) and is made out of durable 
polystyrene.

57208 Pop-A-Toothbrush, White 
57209 Pop-A-Toothbrush, Black 

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER  Camco’s Paper Towel 
Holder helps keep your paper towels clean and conveniently 
located in your RV or home. It easily mounts to your cabinet door, 
wall or under the cabinet. The paper towel holder can slide off 
the mounting bracket to stand alone or carry as needed. Product 
features a side knob, allowing you to adjust the tension on the 
paper towels to keep the roll in place while you tear. The holder 
measures 13 3/8-inches (L) x 7 1/32-inches (W) and is made of 
durable plastic.

57114 Paper Towel Holder, White 
57115 Paper Towel Holder, Black 

AUTOMATIC DEMAND DIAPHRAGM 
PUMP  Compact, 12V DC pump that provides excellent 
water flow and consistent pressure to multiple outlets at 
the same time. It is ideal for tight spaces on RVs and boats 
and is compatible with fresh and saltwater applications. 
This water pump can be used on-demand or continuously 
without run-dry damage. The heavy-duty motor has a 3.0 
GPM flow rate with a 55-psi cutoff and a maximum low 
power draw of 7.5A. An internal bypass feature reduces 
cycling for quieter operation. This pump is capable of 
self-priming up to 6 vertical feet of suction lift. The water 
pump’s rubber mounting feet help further reduce noise 
and vibration while in use. Product measures 8-inches (L) 
x 5-inches (W) x 4 3/8-inches (H). Includes: (1) automatic 
demand diaphragm water pump, (1) mesh strainer/filter 
and (2) ½-inch barbed hose adapters.

22491 Automatic Demand Diaphragm Pump

TASTEPURE SEDIMENT PRE-FILTER  provides the first stage 
of protection against dirt, silt, sand, etc. from your RV's fresh water supply. It 
helps extend the life of your inline RV water filter by blocking particulates that 
can clog the filter. This pre-filter removes particles greater than 20-microns and 
fits Camco brand and other brand standard inline water filters. The pre-filter's 
compact, space-saving design allows easy storage when not in use—ideal for 
RVs. This long-lasting, single use pre-filter is intended to last the duration of 
your inline RV water filter.

40048 Sediment Pre-Filter

MOUNTED OR 
FREE-STANDING
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®

0.2-Micron Protection

RV Water Filter

TRIPLE STAGE
HIGH FLOW

 Bad tastes
 Odors
 VOCs 

 Sediment 
 Chlorine
 Heavy metals 

Bacteria Viruses

COMPLETE KIT

Bottled water  
taste from  
your RV’s tap!

ELECTROPOSITIVE PLEATED 

PREMIUM 
0.2-MICRON 

FILTER 

Protects against  
viruses and bacteria

For more information, please visit 
www.camco.net

KDF  55/
Activated Carbon 

FILTER

®
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RV FRESH WATER QUICK CONNECT 
TO MALE WATER HOSE ADAPTER  
Convert your RV’s fresh water quick connect port to a standard 
water hose connection. This lets you use standard water hoses 
and water hose accessories on your RV. The RV Fresh Water Quick 
Connect to Male Water Hose Adapter should be used with RV 
fresh water quick connect ports only—it will not work with air 
quick connect ports. This product is constructed of low lead brass 
and is drinking water safe. It is CSA low lead content certified to 
NSF/ANSI 372.

36180 Quick Connect to Water Hose Adapter 

EVOFLEX 75-FOOT RV / MARINE 
DRINKING WATER HOSE, 5/8-INCH ID  
Camco’s EvoFlex 75-Foot Drinking Water Hose with 5/8-inch ID is 
ideal for RV and marine use. Its extra flexible construction holds 
no memory, making it easier to position and store. It features 
nickel-plated machined fittings and stainless steel strain reliefs 
on each hose end. Drinking water safe with a lead-free, BPA-free 
and phthalate-free formulation. The hose leaves no strong plastic 
taste in your water. UV stabilized for a long life. Made in the USA.

22597 75' RV / Marine Drinking Water Hose, 5 /8-Inch ID
PREMIUM ALUMINUM SCREEN DOOR 
GRILLES  Camco’s Premium Upper RV Screen Door Grilles 
help protect your RV screen door while adding a great, decorative 
look. They add a sturdy feel to your RV door and save repairs to 
screens. The grilles help prevent children and pets from pushing 
through the screen. The small grille measures 7 5/8-inches (L) x 
24 ¼-inches (W) and adjusts from 24-inches to 29-inches wide. 
The large grille measures 24 ¼-inches (L) x 20 ¼-inches (W) and 
adjusts from 20-inches to 29-inches wide. Includes all necessary 
hardware for easy installation.

43994 Screen Door Premium Aluminum Grille, Small (E/F)
43995 Screen Door Premium Aluminum Grille, Large (E/F)

CAMCO’S EVO X3 TRIPLE STAGE 
PREMIUM RV WATER FILTER KIT  offers 
superior RV water filtration. It is rated at 0.2-microns to 
filter and minimize even more contaminates, including: 
viruses, bacteria, chlorine, bad taste, odors, sediment, 
and other contaminants from your fresh water supply. 
The result is fresh, clean, great-tasting water straight 
from your tap. It is capable of providing high flow 
throughout your RV—even allowing uncompromised 
water flow in your shower. With triple stage filtration, 
the first stage acts as a pre-filter, extending the life of 
the next two cartridges. It is comprised of a 5-micron 
sediment cartridge that contains KDF and GAC to remove 
heavy sediments, chlorine, bad tastes and odors. The 
second stage filter contains a 0.5-micron carbon block 
cartridge that offers protection against lead, volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), chloramines, giardia, and 
other contaminates. The third stage filter contains a 
0.2-micron electropositive pleated cartridge that helps 
remove viruses, bacteria and cysts from your water. 
The Evo X3’s heavy-duty, powder-coated metal chassis 
provides a sturdy base between your water source and 
your RV’s fresh water connection. This RV water filter kit 
includes: (3) filter canisters, (1) built-in stand with rubber 
feet, (1) 4-foot fresh water hose, (1) canister wrench, 
(1) replaceable premium spun polypropylene 5-micron 
sediment KDF/GAC cartridge, (1) replaceable premium 
0.5-micron carbon block cartridge, and (1) replaceable 
premium 0.2-micron virus protection cartridge. Features 
nickel-plated brass male fitting and swiveling female 
fitting for easy setup between your water source and your 
RV’s fresh water connections. The stand is constructed 
out of powder-coated steel for durability. For exterior use 
ONLY—can be mounted or staked for additional security. 
Stakes and mounting hardware not included.

40649 Evo X3 Premium RV Water Filter Kit
40648 Evo X3 Replacement Virus Protection Cartridge

BLACK & BRUSHED NICKEL SHOWER HEADS  
Camco’s RV/Marine Shower Head allows you to enjoy water-efficient showers. A 
convenient on/off switch lets you to pause the flow of your shower to conserve 
potable water. The shower head features five spray patterns: rain shower (low), 
rain shower (high), massage with rain shower, massage spray, and pause/off. 
Kits include: (1) shower head—hose and wall mount not included. Brushed 
nickel or black finish.

43743 Shower Head only - Black
43744 Shower Head Kit - Black
43745 Shower Head Hose only - Black
43746 Shower Head only - Brushed Nickel
43747 Shower Head Kit - Brushed Nickel
43748 Shower Head Hose only - Brushed Nickel

75' 
DRINKING WATER  

HOSE

ON/OFF 
SWITCH
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OUTDOORS

OUTDOORS

FOLDING TABLE AND CHAIR SET  A convenient sitting area while on the go—ideal for RVs, campsites, picnics and patios. 
The set includes (1) folding table and (2) folding chairs with a durable polymer construction. Once set up, the table measures 28-inches (L) x 27 
9/16-inches (W) x 28 1/8-inches (H); the chairs measure 18 ¾-inches (L) 19 1/8-inches (W) x 32 ¼-inches (H). When not in use, each chair folds to 
8-inches wide and the table folds to 5 ¾-inches wide for easy and compact storage. The table supports up to 40 lb and each chair supports up to 250 
lb. Product sets up without tools. Color: white. This product is proudly made in the USA.

51640 Folding Table and Chair Set 

SKYLIGHT INSULATOR, DOMED  Camco’s 
Dome-Shaped RV Skylight Insulator helps deflect damaging sun 
rays from your RV’s skylight. It fits standard 14-inch x 22-inch 
RV skylights with a 4-inch depth or more. Once installed, the 
insulator helps reduce heat transfer, increases A/C efficiency 
and saves energy. This product helps keep your RV cooler in 
the summer and warmer in the winter. The skylight insulator 
measures 14-inches x 22-inches x 4 ½-inches at the thickest point. 
Product includes: (1) foam skylight insulator with sewn cover, (2) 
adjustable straps and installation hardware. Easy to install.

45197 Skylight Insulator 14" x 22", Domed (E/F)

PORTABLE STADIUM SEAT, GRAY  
Make your sporting events and outdoor activities more 
comfortable and enjoyable with Camco’s Portable Stadium Seat. 
It is ideal for: stadium bleachers, benches, outdoor concerts, 
picnics, camping, boating, the beach, and even at home watching 
movies or playing games. The seat is easy to transport and store. 
Its fold-flat design and adjustable backpack straps make it 
convenient to carry on your back, while walking to your event. 
The seat includes a large-zippered rear storage compartment 
that measures 19-inches x 6-inches. This product has a durable 
steel frame construction with high-quality polyester covering the 
padded cushion seat and back support. The underside of the chair 
has a reinforced non-skid texture to stop slipping and keep your 
seat dry. The integrated armrests provide additional comfort and 
can be inverted to increase the width of the seat to 20-inches. 
This product has overall flat dimensions of 20-inches x 32-inches 
x 2 ¼-inches. The opened, in-use dimensions are 16-inches x 
20-inches x 16-inches. Features a 300 lb load rating. Weighs only 
7 ½-lb. Color: gray.

53101 Portable Stadium Seat, Gray
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POWER GRIP RV TWO-PLUG 15-AMP 
TO SINGLE 30-AMP ADAPTER  Converts 
a standard NEMA 5-15R duplex receptacle to a single TT-30 
receptacle. It allows a 30-amp RV to be plugged into a 15-amp 
outlet—ideal for both residential and generator use. The adapter 
reduces receptacle overheating by using both receptacles of a 
duplex outlet. This allows cooler operation during peak loads. The 
top 15-amp plug adjusts to fit both standard and GFCI receptacles. 
This product features a 2 (5-15P) / TT-30R connection and is rated 
for 125 Volts / 1875 Watts.

55225 15-Amp to 30-Amp Adapter 

RV 50-AMP CIRCUIT ANALYZER WITH 
INTEGRATED SURGE PROTECTION 
AND FAULT INDICATION  This item helps protect 
your RV from power surges and faulty electrical connections. 
Diagnostic LEDs indicate faults when you connect your electrical 
cord to the power pedestal. The circuit analyzer indicates faults 
for reverse polarity, open neutral and other wiring issues. 
Includes integrated surge protection of up to 2,100 Joules. It is 
weatherproof and able to withstand adverse weather conditions. 
A contoured grip makes unplugging easier. 50-amp male (NEMA 
14-50P)/50-amp female (NEMA 14-50R). Patent pending.

55309 50 amp Circuit Analyzer 

CAMCO’S POWER GRIP OFFSET 
ADAPTERS  allow your 30- or 50-amp RV to hook up to 
a campground power pedestal of a different amperage. They 
are compatible with other RV electrical extension cords and 
dogbones. For RV use only—use with 125 VAC circuit breakers 
rated for the lower amperage. These adapters feature an 
offset design that puts less stress on the receptacle. The Power 
Grip handles assists in safe and easy gripping, plugging, and 
unplugging. The compact design saves space for simple storage. 

55133 30-amp to 50-amp Offset Adapter
55135 50-amp to 30-amp Offset Adapter
55137 15-amp to 50-amp Offset Adapter

55135

55137

55133
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EAZ-LIFT MANUAL SIDE WIND JACK  
Easily lift and lower your jack with the Eaz-Lift Manual Side Wind 
Jack. It gives your A-frame trailer additional lift and reliable 
support. The ergonomic handle on the side-wind crank provides 
smooth, comfortable operation. Installation is easy—simply bolt 
the jack to your trailer frame. Product is made of durable, black 
powder-coated steel.

50004 2,000 lb. Lift Capacity, 8-23" Height Adjustment 
50005 3,000 lb. Lift Capacity, 9-24" Height Adjustment 
50006 5,000 lb. Lift Capacity, 9-24" Height Adjustment 

EAZ-LIFT LARGE SIDE WIND JACK FOOT   
Camco’s Eaz-Lift Large Side Wind Jack Foot is an interchangeable or 
replacement foot for your trailer jack. This jack foot helps support 
and stabilize your trailer jack to the ground when parked. It has a 
5,000 lb lift capacity and is compatible with 2-inch ID jack tubes. 
The foot is designed for use with 2,000 lb to 5,000 lb jacks. Product 
measures 7 ¼-inches (L) x 3 ¾-inches (W) x 1 ¾-inches (H) and is 
made of durable, zinc-plated steel. Includes a clevis pin for quick, 
secure attachment to the jack.

50007 Eaz-Lift Large Side Wind Jack Foot

EAZ-LIFT SIDE WIND JACK DROP LEG  
Camco’s Eaz-Lift Side Wind Jack Drop Leg gives your jack 1 ½ to 
9 ½-inches of extra height. It fits most 2K to 5K A-frame jacks 
with a 2-inch ID tube. This product has a 2,000 lb lift capacity. 
It measures 13-inches (L) with a 5 1/8-inch diameter. The leg is 
height adjustable—it features five-hole lengths with 1 9/16-inch 
intervals. Product includes (1) leg and (1) clevis pin. The clevis 
pin allows quick, secure attachment to the jack. Constructed of 
heavy-duty, zinc-plated steel.

50008 Eaz-Lift Side Wind Jack Drop Leg

EAZ-LIFT PREMIUM RV SLIDE-OUT SUPPORTS  Camco’s Eaz-Lift 
Premium RV Slide-Out Supports help protect your slide-out mechanism by providing additional 
stabilization to your slide-out room when it is in use for lengthy periods. These supports help 
keep your slide-out level and stop slide-out rails from sagging or bending. They fit up to a 5 
½-inch slide-out rail and adjust from 19- to 49-inches high, with incremental locked positions. 
A quick-release pin provides quick and easy height adjustment. These supports are constructed 
of durable steel and can hold up to 5,000 lb. each. Includes (2) slide-out supports. Camco makes 
quality products for RVing, boating, camping, towing, tailgating, and grilling that help you take 
your passion for the outdoors to the next level.

48870 RV Slide-Out Supports, 19"-49"
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EAZ-LIFT TRAILER SAFETY CHAIN AND 
7-WAY PLUG / CABLE STORAGE  Eaz-Lift’s 
Trailer Safety Chain and 7-Way Plug/Cable Storage helps keep 
your trailer chains and harness off the ground when your trailer 
is parked or in storage. This product fits 3 bolt, A-frame style 
tongue jacks. It attaches using the existing 3/8-inch front bolt on 
your tongue jack and requires a 9/16-inch wrench for installation. 
Once installed, it holds your 7-way plug angled down to help 
avoid water damage. This product measures 5 ¼-inches (L) x 
6 11/16-inches (W) x 3 11/32-inches (D) and is constructed of 
durable aluminum.

50016 Trailer Safety Chain and 7-Way Plug/ Cable Storage 

EAZ-LIFT 10-INCH METAL WHEEL STOP WITH 
WRENCH AND LOCK, 2-PACK  Eaz-Lift’s Metal Wheel Stops 
help stop tandem-tire shift with just one piece of equipment. They fit a tire spacing 
3 to 10-inches. These wheel stops are zinc-plated to deter corrosion. They measure 
14-inches (H) x 4-inches (D) x 3-inches (W) when compressed. The wheel stops 
have raised ribs on the contact surface for increased traction, which helps stop tire 
shift and slippage. This product includes a comfort-grip ratchet wrench for easy 
installation and a lock for added security. Quantity: (2) metal wheel stops.

44661 10-Inch Metal Wheel Stop with Wrench and Lock, 2-Pack

EAZ-LIFT U-BOLT SPARE TIRE 
CARRIER, TONGUE MOUNT  Camco’s Eaz-Lift 
U-Bolt Spare Tire Carrier allows you to securely transport a spare 
tire on your trailer tongue. It is compatible with up to 3-inch 
trailer tongues and can hold wheels between 8 to 15-inches. 
This carrier measures 8 ¾-inches (L) x 4 3/16-inches (W) and 
is constructed of durable, zinc-plated steel. Product includes 
(1) spare tire carrier and (2) lug nuts. The carrier brackets are 
threaded for simple installation and the two lug nuts secure the 
tire to the frame.

50009 Eaz-Lift U-Bolt Spare Tire Carrier, Tongue Mount

RV STABILIZER JACK LUBE, 15 OZ  Camco’s 
Eaz-Lift RV Stabilizer Jack Lube helps protect and maintain your 
RV’s stabilizer jacks, tongue jacks, steps and more. It is ideal for 
helping prevent rust build-up in storage. This protectant spray 
offers the maximum lubrication and protection of expensive 
stabilization mechanisms, where there is metal-on-metal friction. 
The lube allows the mechanism assemblies to move freely and 
smoothly without gumming up or staining. This product can also 
be used to lubricate and help inhibit corrosion on undercarriage 
parts, marine fittings and trailer hitches. The spray uses PTFE 
moisture-displacing technology to leave a long-lasting dry, non-
greasy film that coats and seals to ward off dirt and grime and 
help protect against rust and corrosion. This product is specially 
formulated to meet stringent military specifications for deterring 
corrosion (MIL SPEC: MIL-C-23411; MIL-C-16173D; MIL-C-22235A). 
The formulation does not contain any chlorinated or fluorinated 
solvents and is fortified with PTFE. Rated for a minimum of 336 
hours of continuous salt spray and 720 hours of 100% relative 
humidity. Size: 15 oz.

41100 RV Stabilizer Jack Lube 

RV FIFTH WHEEL LUBE PLATE, 
8 1/4-INCH  Camco’s RV Fifth Wheel Lube Plate helps 
protect your fifth wheel trailer against friction and wear. It fits 
on your RV’s fifth wheel king pin to cushion vibrations while 
towing. This product eliminates the need for messy grease. The 
lube plate measures 8 1/4-inches in diameter and is 3/16-inch 
thick. It is constructed of high density, wear-resistant plastic. This 
product is ready to use and does not require any drilling or tools 
for installation.

44671 Fifth Wheel Lube Plate, 8 1/4-Inch 
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RV A/C AIR FILTER REPLACEMENT, 
GRILLE AND FOAM FILTER, DOMETIC  
Camco’s RV A/C Air Filter and Grille Replacements are compatible 
with RV A/C units with Dometic ducted return air assemblies. 
Kit includes (1) A/C grille and (1) air filter. The grille measures 
7 11/16-inches x 14 1/8-inches and is constructed of durable 
plastic. Foam filters measure 13 7/8-inches (L) x 7 13/32-inches 
(W) x ¼-inch (thick) and are made of polyester-based 
polyurethane foam. Filters are reusable and helps reduce dust 
and particulates without restricting air flow. Easy to install. 
Replacement pack includes (4) air filters.

40409 RV AC Filter Replacement, Grille and Foam, Dometic
40408 RV AC Air Filter Replacements, Dometic, 4-Pack

RV FLYING INSECT SCREEN FOR 
DOMETIC 6-GALLON WATER HEATERS  
Wasps, mud daubers and rodents pose a serious threat to your 
RV’s water heater. They can enter through the vent and cause 
serious damage by building nests that interfere with air flow. This 
flying insect screen fits Dometic WH-6GEA 6-gallon water heater 
vents. The screen measures 3 ½-inches (L) x 3 5/16-inches (W) x 
1/16-inch (thick). It is easy to install and will help ensure that your 
vent stays free from costly invasion by unwanted pests.

42169 Flying insect screen for Dometic  
WH-6GEA 6-Gallon Water Heaters 

RANGE HOOD VENT COVER REPAIR/
REPLACEMENT KIT, BLACK  Camco’s RV Range 
Hood Vent Repair/Replacement Kit allows you to repair or replace 
a broken/damaged RV hood vent. Compatible with all RV range 
hood vents, it fits side wall openings between 10 ¾-inches x 
3 7/8-inches and 11-inches x 4 1/8-inches. It accommodates 
sidewall depths ranging from 5/8-inch to 1 5/8-inches. Includes: 
(3) mounting flanges of varying depths, (1) flap and (1) scoop. 
Product is made of durable polyethylene.

42493 Range Hood Vent Cover Repair/Replacement Kit, Black

DOUBLE PROPANE TANK LOCKING 
DEVICE, W/ COMBINATION LOCK  Camco’s 
Double Propane Tank Locking Device secures two propane tanks 
to your RV to help prevent theft. The locking device works with 
conventional and Airstream setups and fits ½-inch and 3/8-inch 
threaded posts. A combination lock provides keyless access. The 
locking device is constructed of zinc-plated steel and measures 6 
13/16-inches (L) x 3 11/16-inches (W) x 2 5/16-inches (H). Product 
includes (1) ½-inch top plate, (1) 3/8-inch top plate, (1) lock plate 
and (1) padlock.

40590 Double Propane Tank Locking Device

ELITE-S WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION HITCHES  Experience safer, 
easier trailer towing with the Eaz-Lift Elite-S. This weight distribution hitch features a 
no-chain design with permanent, built-in sway control. Built-in sway control uses two 
points of steel-on-steel bracket friction to stop and correct trailer sway. The hookup brackets 
provide installation flexibility— allowing simple installation around battery boxes, gas 
tanks, and other obstructions. This hitch allows faster installation on top & bottom-mount 
coupler-style trailers. An adjustment washer modifies the ball mount angle for adjusting the 
spring bar pre-load.

48191 600 lb Hitch  800 lb Max (TW) 8,000 lb Max (GTW)*
48192 800 lb Hitch 1,000 lb Max (TW) 10,000 lb Max (GTW)
48193 1,000 lb Hitch 1,200 lb Max (TW) 12,000 lb Max (GTW)
48194 1,200 lb Hitch 1,400 lb Max (TW) 14,000 lb Max (GTW)

* (TW)= Maximum Tongue Weight; (GTW) = Maximum Gross Trailer Weight
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CURVED TRAILER-AID, WITH CHOCK AND PAD  Camco’s Curved Trailer-Aid with Chock and Pad helps you 
easily change a tire on a tandem axle trailer without a jack. It offers 6 ½-inches of lift for safe and simple tire changing. This product is 
designed for trailers up to 20,000 lb and works with tires up to 32-inches in diameter. It includes (1) Curved Trailer-Aid, (1) wheel chock 
and (1) rubber base pad for traction. The Curved Trailer-Aid measures 10-inches tall x 19-inches wide x 5 ¾-inches deep (in-use overall 
dimensions). It features a heavy-duty honeycomb design and is made of durable plastic with UV inhibitors. A convenient carry handle 
provides easy transport. Made in the USA.

44436 Curved Trailer-Aid, with Chock and Pad

FLEXIBLE BASE PAD FOR LEVELING 
BLOCKS  — RUNNER OR PAD SET  Camco’s 
Flexible Grip Pad Runner helps protect your RV leveling blocks 
from uneven surfaces, such as asphalt, gravel and tree roots. 
The ribbed design improves traction. Pads are constructed of 
heavy-duty, flexible rubber. Runner measures 35 ½-inches (L) x 
9 ½-inches (W). Pads measure 10-inches (L) x 9 ½-inches (W). 
Each features a finger hold for easy carrying. Runner rolls up for 
compact storage.

44528 Flexible Base Pad, Runner 9.5" x 35.5" 
44529 Flexible Base Pad, 9.5" x 10.0" (4 pack)

DOUBLE WHEEL CHOCK W/ROPE, 
YELLOW  Camco’s RV Double Wheel Chock with Rope is 
designed to keep your trailer in place while parked and allows you 
to re-hitch with confidence. (2) wheel chocks are connected by a 
rope with handle, to make removing the chocks from the wheel 
safe and easy, while providing simple carrying. This item has a 
durable polymer construction with UV inhibitors. Fits tires up to 
26-inches in diameter. Made in the USA.

44470 Wheel Chock, Double w/Rope, Yellow (E/F)

FASTEN SINGLE 2X2 LEVELING BLOCK  
This single leveling block that can be used alone or as a 
replacement part for FasTen’s 10-Pack, 2x2 Leveling Blocks with 
T-Handle (Camco item 44512). FasTen Leveling Blocks allow you to 
stack interlocking blocks to the desired height for safe and easy 
RV leveling. One block adds a full inch to the stack height. This 
block is compatible with Camco leveling blocks and can be used 
with single wheels, double wheels, hydraulic jacks, tongue jacks, 
stabilizer jacks, fifth wheel jacks and tandem axles. This item is 
compatible with FasTen’s convenient carrying handle, which pulls 
up to carry and twists down to secure multiple leveling blocks 
together for storage. Product measures 8 ½-inches x 8 ½-inches 
x 1-inch. Note: the stack height should not exceed 4 ½-inches. 
Made in the USA.

44518 FasTen Leveling Block, 2x2, Yellow, Single (E/F)
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